Please send details of any FreeBSD related events or events that are of interest for FreeBSD users which are not listed here to freebsd-doc@FreeBSD.org.

Users with organizational software that uses the iCalendar format can subscribe to the FreeBSD events calendar which contains all of the events listed here.

**June 2021 FreeBSD Developer Summit**

June 9–11, 2021  
VIRTUAL

Join us for the 2021 FreeBSD Developer Summit. The online event will consist of half-day sessions, taking place June 9–11, 2021. It’s free to attend, but we ask that you register with the eventbrite system to gain access to the meeting room. In addition to vendor talks, we will also have discussion sessions. More information can be found on the wiki.

**USENIX LISA21**

June 1–3, 2021  
VIRTUAL

LISA is the premier conference for operations professionals, where we share real-world knowledge about designing, building, securing, and maintaining the critical systems of our interconnected world. The Foundation is pleased to again be an Industry Partner for this event.

**EuroBSDcon 2021**

September 16–19, 2021  
Vienna, Austria

EuroBSDcon is the European annual technical conference gathering users and developers working on and with 4.4BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution) based operating systems family and related projects. The CFP is now open. Submit your FreeBSD talks by May 26, 2021.

**FreeBSD Fridays**

https://freebsdfoundation.org/freebsd-fridays/  
FreeBSD Fridays will begin again in May.  
Past FreeBSD Fridays sessions are available at: https://freebsdfoundation.org/freebsd-fridays/

**FreeBSD Office Hours**

https://wiki.freebsd.org/OfficeHours  
Join members of the FreeBSD community for FreeBSD Office Hours. From general Q&A to topic-based demos and tutorials, Office Hours is a great way to get answers to your FreeBSD-related questions.  
Past episodes can be found at the FreeBSD YouTube Channel.